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Up Close
Ashley Fure wants people to listen to noise.

by jennifer gersten

T
he music  of composer Ashley Fure, 
Ph.D. ’13, asks listeners to come to 
terms with wanting to linger beside 
sounds from which they’d other-

wise retreat. During an August rehearsal for 
her opera The Force of Things, the percussionist 
Ross Karre—a member of the International 
Contemporary Ensemble, which commis-
sioned the work—stood behind an aircraft 

cable stretched across two hemispheres of 
styrofoam, wielding a double-bass bow. 
Hearing a cue through his headphones, he 
applied bow to cable. Metallic shrieks ema-
nated, of the sort that kills plants and sends 
animals scurrying. Watching him was like 
watching a magician give up trade secrets, 
while remaining amazed: would Karre mind 
making that ghastly noise again?

For Fure, a pro-
fessor at Dartmouth 
whose accomplish-
ments last April 
alone—a Guggen-
heim, her Pulitzer fi-
nalist standing, and a 
Rome Prize—might 
suffice for a lifetime, 
this second complete 
staging of the opera 
since its first public 
performance in 2016 
in Darmstadt, Ger-
many, was her most ambitious production 
yet. Previous performances were smaller-
scale: at a theater in Ypsilanti, Michigan, the 
staging filled the space to the point of “just 

Above left: Fure 
focuses during a July 
workshop for The 
Force of Things: An 
Opera for Objects, a 
music theater piece 
involving—among 
other elements—
electronics, 
saxophone, 
bassoon, subwoof-
ers, and singers that 
was first performed 
last year (above)  
in Darmstadt, 
Germany.
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short of actually sawing through the walls,” 
Fure recalled. In the ample, readily configu-
rable space of Montclair University’s Kass-
er Theater, the work—co-produced with 
Fure’s architect brother Adam—was “being 
unleashed,” she said. “Each time you revisit 
it, because it’s a wild, collaborative piece, it 
grows and sprouts new appendages.”

The Force of Things, meditating on humans’ 
relationship with the environment amid 
ecological crisis, is not an opera where sing-
ers sweat in period costume. There is no ex-
plicit plot or text. The singers make breathy, 
fragmented noises, as though all coherent 
language had rusted in their throats. From 
the objects and their players come groans, 
creaks, and screams. “I wanted to see if we 
could elicit pathos and emotional connection 
through nonhuman sources, where humans 
and materials are undergoing different types 
of evolution across the scope of the piece,” 
Fure explained. “What I’m trying to create is 
a place to sit and feel and grieve this very slow 
and very fast crisis that’s happening around 
us. And just uncomfortably, collectively—
without words and messages and data and 
silence—just feel the volatility of it, the in-
terconnectedness of it, and the danger of it.”

During the hour-long Kasser production, 
performed in early October, sound, light, and 
the performers’ physical movements guided 
attendees through a landscape of traditional 
musical instruments and inert objects, like 
that aircraft cable, exploited for their jarring 
sonic capabilities. The audience was free to 
move about and observe: much of the time, 
two singers, a bassoonist, and a saxophonist 
hovered at the fringes, firing eldritch tones 
through the darkness. As in Fure’s other 
work, the opera dropped unanticipated, often 
noise-laden sounds from unexpected sources 
into new harmonic contexts, allowing her au-
dience to confront the possibility of expres-
sion from avenues that seem least suited for it.

With her jaunty haircut and dangly ear-
rings, Fure is like the cool older sister, who, 
yes, left home to join a band, but returned 
with a Harvard degree to keep Mom and 
Dad quiet. She is at ease with what pow-
ers her art, though she cannot explain it: 
how her ear perks to sonic pariahs. “To me, 
they’re not esoteric,” she said. “I’m genuine-
ly, viscerally turned on by them. For what-
ever reason, this is what I feel called to, and 
I’m trying to go there fearlessly.”

Fure (pronounced “fury”) grew up in 
Marquette, Michigan. She began compos-
ing and improvising at age four, when her 

For many Americans,  Clifton Fadiman embodied books and learning in the twen-
tieth century: Simon & Schuster editor; New Yorker book editor, National Book Awards 
host, Book-of-the-Month Club judge, and, switching media, radio and television quiz-
show host. His daughter, Anne Fadiman ’74—no slouch herself as reporter, American 
Scholar editor, essayist, and now writing teacher at Yale (and an Incorporator of this 
magazine)—remembers him in The Wine Lover’s Daughter, a new memoir (Farrar, Straus 
and Giroux, $24). The title’s origin becomes clear from the vivid opening: 

My father was  a lousy driver and 
a two-finger typist, but he could 
open a wine bottle as deftly as any 
swain ever undressed his lover. 
Nearly every evening of my child-
hood, I watched him cut the cap-
sule—the foil sleeve that sheathes 
the bottleneck—with a sharp knife. 
Then he plunged the bore of a but-
terfly corkscrew into the exact 
center of the cork, twirled the 
handle, and, after the brass levers 
rose like two supplicant arms, 
pushed them down and gently 
twisted out the cork. Its pop was 
satisfying but restrained, not the 
fustian whoop of a champagne cork 
but a well-bred thwick. He once said 
that the cork was one of three in-
ventions that had proved unequivo-
cally beneficial to the human race. (The 
others were the wheel and Kleenex.)

If the wine was old, he poured it into a 
crystal decanter, slowing at the finish to 
make sure the sediment stayed in the 
bottle. If it was young, he set the bottle 
in a napkin-swathed silver cradle to 
“breathe”: one of several words, along 
with “nose” and “legs” and “full-bodied,” 
that made wine sound more like a person 
than a thing. Our food was served—look-
ing back, I can hardly believe I once ac-
cepted this as the normal order of 
things—by a uniformed cook who ate 
alone in the kitchen and was summoned 
by an electric bell screwed to the under-
side of the dinner table just above my 
mother’s right knee. But my father always 
poured the wine himself. The glasses 
were clear and thin-stemmed, their 
bowls round and generous for reds, nar-
row and upright for whites. (Had he lived 

long enough to see Sideways, he would 
immediately have recognized that the 
wine-snob hero was seriously depressed: 
only thoughts of suicide could drive 
someone to drink a Cheval Blanc ’61 from 
a Styrofoam cup.) My father swirled the 
wine, sniffed it, sipped it, swished it, and, 
ecstatically narrowing his eyes, swallowed 
it—a swallow that, as he put it, led “a 
triple life: one in the mouth, another in 
the course of slipping down the gullet, 
still another, a beautiful ghost, the mo-
ment afterward.”

…[T]hat erotically charged description 
is from a 1957 essay called “Brief History 
of a Love Affair.” When I was ten or so, I 
spotted the title in the table of contents 
in one of his books, eagerly flipped to 
page 133, and was grievously disappoint-
ed to discover, in the fourth paragraph, 
that the lover in question was not a wom-
an but a liquid.
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parents, noting her interest in music, set her 
up with piano lessons. Music soon became 
her ticket to new experiences. Feeling held 
back at her high school, she won admission 
to the composition department at Interloch-
en Arts Academy, and then to Oberlin. But 
Fure assumed she would one day choose a 
field more explicitly entwined with politi-
cal action—education, perhaps, or conflict 
resolution. Guilt about her work’s utility 
trailed her to Harvard, where she enrolled 
as a composition doctoral student directly 
after college. There, in a class on modernism, 
she discovered Virginia Woolf, whose writ-
ing eased Fure’s fraught relationship with 
her own work. “Woolf was the first person 
who taught me that you can go down to get 
out. She goes so deeply inside of her char-
acters that she hits the universal through 
the extremely specific,” Fure said. “I have 

to believe that’s possible. 
I have to believe that the 
better I get at what I do—
the more specific, and dis-
tilled, and exacting I can 
be—the greater chance 
there is my work might 
speak beyond the bound-

aries it’s born into.” 
Concurrently, Fure began working with 

the microphones in the campus electronics 
studio. “This is what’s difficult about the 
concert hall for me: I want people to feel the 
sound right here,” she explained. “I want 
to whisper it into their ear. But instead I 
have to play it on a stage that’s 80 feet away, 
which always loses that crisp, intense, in-
timacy of proximate sound.” Being able to 
hold microphones right next to the sounds 
she was working with—like a glass tile that 
she placed, on a whim, inside a piano and 
then rotated, to earsplitting satisfaction—
allowed her to create music exactly as she 
heard it.

The wish for closeness is present across 
Fure’s oeuvre: the desire to bring audiences 
close to netherworldly sounds they wouldn’t 
otherwise encounter, and to offer a catharsis 

born in noise. In two 
recent works—“Bound 
to the Bow,” her Pulit-
zer finalist composi-
tion for orchestra and 
electronics, and the 
septet “Something To 
Hunt”—listeners are 
asked to challenge 
hardwired listening 
habits. “I think,” Fure 
said, “I am looking 

for—and trying to offer—a type of empa-
thetic engagement with material that most 
people in the audience, particularly those 
who think Stravinsky is challenging, don’t 
spend much time trying to engage with.”

With a few months to go before the opera’s 
opening, Fure was still trying to find out what 
sorts of new sounds the performance space 
allowed for, how close she could get to what 
she was hearing in her mind. Midway through 
one rehearsal, Karre, the percussionist, was 
testing the sound a rope made when placed 
inside a subwoofer (a loudspeaker that pro-
duces low bass frequencies). As he repeatedly 
lifted the speaker and set it down, the rope, 
which was suspended from the ceiling, began 
to twirl. It stuttered, then twirled again with 
renewed vigor, like a forgetful dancer. 

“It’s life!” someone gasped, noting its resem-
blance to a double helix. “Look at the insane 
sound it’s making,” Fure murmured, gazing 
at the string with something like admiration. 
She seemed to have found what she was lis-
tening for: an agile whirring, slight yet tena-
cious, like a mind as it begins to spin. 

Found in Translation 
Maureen Freely on the trials and tribulations of  
Turkish-to-English translation

 

by oset babür

T
urkey has seen  no shortage of 
political upheaval and cultural 
shifts in the 70 years since Saba-
hattin Ali first published Madonna 

in a Fur Coat, a story of doomed love in 1930s 
Berlin, reflected through the protagonist’s 

personal diary. An outspoken leftist who 
mysteriously died at the Bulgarian border 
while trying to flee Turkey in 1948, Ali has 
proved to be an enduring symbol of anti-
government resistence, and after dancing in 
and out of Turkey’s bestseller lists over the 

Above: Percussionist Ross Karre of the International 
Contemporary Ensemble “plays” an aircraft cable stretched 
across two styrofoam hemispheres in The Force of Things.
At right: A still from Tripwire (2011), Fure’s multimedia 
installation project, in which motorized elastic strings 
oscillate in response to onlookers’ movements
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